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Abstracfi The purpose of this study was to evaluate the
methods which would suit for home monitoring. We were
interested in methods which are so easy to use that anyone
could do the measurements without prior knowledge of
medicine or anatomy. For each appropriate method we
made a scan of potential parameters to record.

physical activity. This was done due to many correlations
that PA has been noticed to have with general health. In this
part the technical aspects were also considered.
RESULTS

l.

INTRODUCTION
Due to increasing number of elderly also the expenses in
medical care services in hospitals have increased. This is one
reason for developing home monitoring systems. Another reason

is the basic interest of the humans in their own well-being as
well in the observation of their own biological and medical
signals.
Rapid progress of wireless communication, semiconductors
and computer systems has enabled the miniaturizing of devices
recording or measuring subjects' status. Technology allows the

researcher, if required, to obtain the data during the tpical
activities for the subject in real-time. If the measruements are
done by the patient,he /she can accomplish them whenever it
is convenient for him lher. Recorded signals help the subject to
manage daily routines, to give additional information about
status and to prevent unnecessary hospital visiting.
Already there are few home monitoring devices in routine
usage, although they are not designed for obtaining actual
medical information about the patients. Merely, they are used to
follow-up or give more secure feeling to the lonely living old
people. h the future we will be using more intelligent devices in
home monitoring and in other applications based on the
measurements of physiological signals. Therefore, the status of
these devices was included to this paper. Correlations found
between several chronic diseases, all-cause mortality, sedentary
life style, blood pressure, physical fi0ress and overweight led to
the consideration of also measurement methods estimating
physical activity (PA), obesity and muscular activity. Though,
they are not determined as medical measruements in a strict
sense.

Following presentation consists of the detecting devices used
nowadays and the new potential devices, with which probably
everyone could measure or monitor physiological signals in
home environment.

METHOD
The studywas atwo-phase literature survey. The flrst phase

Overview: The heart rate (HR) and its variability is
easy to detect by using various recording principles.
Temporal variation of the heart rate gives a solid reference
to many other medical recordings. HR is a useftrl indicator
of stress level in finress and training progams as well
drring ordinarydaily activities. HR is registered with ECG,
EGG, impedance or strain gauge plethysmography, pulse
oximery, ballistocardiographic methods, ( automatic) blood
pressure devices, other piezo Fansducers, fiber optics,
artery tonometry and beds sensing body movements (e.g.
fiber optics, SCSB and EMF) U,21.
Functions related to respiration are primarily registered
with the apnea monitoring devices or with devices used by
asthma patients. These apparats can be divided into
flowmeters and measuring devices observing respiration
rate (RR). Peak expiratory flow (PEF) meters are already
used in home surveillance. It helps the asthma patient to
portion his/her drugs. Whereas, the RR is detectable with
temperature measuring devices placed between nose and
moutt\ such as thermocouples and thermistors. Other
devices are various beds sensing subjects' body movements,
belts based on strain gauges and piezoelectric materials,
fiber optics, impedance and inductive plethysmography and
acoustic methods. The movement recording besides the HR
and RR is also used as an indicator of fetal well-being.
Recording can be also done with many different devices,
like inductive or piezoelectric sensors, not to forget the fetal
ECG. Such devices have also great importance in studies
conceming infant deaths (SIDS syndrome) ll,2l.

2. Monitoring methods of the physical activity:
Activity of the subject

has fraditionally been studied with
movement detectors in the researches of nocfirmal activity
and sleep disorders. Recently monitoring of the physical
activityand energy expenditure (EE) during daily activities
has gained increased attention. These methods produce
information of the different habits between observed groups.
In those studies monitoring of physical activity has revealed
correlation between chronic diseases and sedentary life
style. Attempts have beenmade to monitor movements with
step counters (pedometers), actometers (modified wrist

was an overview of the whole field of home monitoring

watch), mercury tilt-switches (Biomotometer, LSD

methods. [n the second phase the interest was pointed to present

accelerometers (Actigraph, Calnac, Trifr ac-R3D,

and new methods potentially used in monitoring of the

Coach and CSA) all of which record the amount of the
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and

Calcourt,

41

movements, steps taken or energy consumed with variable
accuracy [3]. Accelerometers can also give information about
tremor, muscle contractions and heart sounds. In the future

traditionally with calipers estimating the thickness of a
skinfold (SFT). Modem methods use near infrared

accelerometers might be used to reveal some cause-consequence

both of which have been shown to correlate equally or

correlates in the ability of subject to manage daily activities.
Also the studies of walking and standing habits of the elderly
interests the researchers. Results of those sfudies may prove
economically significant because arurual cost due to treatments
of falling accidents of elderly is already considerably high.
To reduce costs many questionnaires, dairies and survey
methods have been developed. This approach has shown its
suitabilityfor large populations. Though, it is not objective, it is
time consuming and there is disagreement among the
researchers of the content of such method. There are for instance
LP.T.A., Baecke, Tecumseh, QUAPSE, 3-d and 7-d recall etc.
[3]. Combining these subjective methods and/or movement
recorders based activity monitors with the HR measurements
some changes and restrictions of both methods are reduced and
more accurate estimates of EE are obtained.

better to TBF than SFT [7].

Motion detectors usually do not detect any static movements

or differentiate postures nor movements of limbs. Some
limitations of the motion detectors might be overcome with a
surface EMG recording. Small and easy-to-use surface EMG
device would be great help in studies of fatiguing, ergonomics
and rehabilitation. It gives an objective measure of the force
level during muscle conffaction. Though, in the studies of the
activity of the body extremities problems will occur when
decision of the representative muscle goup must be done. Also,

interaction and bioelectrical impedance in assessing TBF,

DISCUSSION
Manydevices evaluated in this paper are already used in
in the monitoring of a sick, old or another way
disabled persons. Theyraise peoples' living quality and give
usefrrl medical information to the doctors. In addition to
previous, one could also combine some of them to the
monitoring of the healthy subjects. Measured signals could
give estimates of physical and psychological loading levels
which the normal subjects experience during their daily
activities. By applying the information of those signals it is
possible to give manyueful advice for instance to decrease
or increase physical activity, to change the life style or
working postures, thus avoid certain health risks.
These measuremens and monitors form the basis of the
more intelligent devices that will be developed and applied
in the funre. Theywill be used in a daily surveillance in the
home monitoring as well in the applications where
measurements of not strictly medical signals are applied.
Such measurements could be daily EE and combining it
with TBF, HR and RR. Based on those is the physical wellbeing of an individual easily estimated.
some extent

tlrc effective fasting of the electrode-preamplifier consffuction to
the skin is complicated. Electrodes useful to these purposes are
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